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Editor's Note

Welcome to the eighth edition
of this newsletter with one mission:
to round up DST’s talent, hard work and joy
that even COVID will not destroy.
I hope Durham (or home) are treating you well,
excited for friends, learning and somehow - that alarm bell.
Theatre will soon commence,
as streaming, recording and editing move to present tense;
worry not, our DST community will remain alive
and young thespians continue to grow and thrive.
Head to page three - not of that sort where our Head of Student Theatre gives a hopeful report.
Explore page four to meet our new exec,
we hope not to be too much of a pain in the neck!
Cancelled summer plans receive their commemoration on six,
and fourteen brings for freshers some helpful tips and tricks.
On twelve we hear from Hetty Hodgson, DST Alumni,
Director / Producer now giving climate change a cool goodbye.
An exploration of Audio Drama, summer’s shining light,
dominates from page eight and is sure to excite.

p3. the show must go on / p4-5. meet
the exec / p6-7. cancelled by corona
/ p8-10. spotlight on audio drama /
p.11 - the value of online theatre /
p12-13. catching up with hetty
hodgson / 14-15 tips for freshers

Many thanks to all who contributed,
your hard-won skill and dedication now exhibited.
I wish you all a happy winter and happy reading;
take care of yourself and you will be succeeding.

Sophie Tice, First Night Editor

With thanks to:
Editorial Team:
Sophie Tice, Alice Aucott
Contirubutors:
Olivia Adderly, Alice Aucott, Kate Barton, Charlie
Billlingham, Lyndsey England, Dragos Farcas , Jay
Figureoa, Sephie Hotchkies, Emily Rose Jupe,
Jennifer Leigh, Imogen Usherwood
Special thanks:
Hetty Hodgson, Gabbie Sills, Kate Barton,
Experience Durham
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The Show Must Go On

Our Head of Student Theatre, Kate Barton, gives us an update about student theatre in the time of
Covid-19 - and the measures being taken to keep us all safe.
We’ve been making some changes around here!
During lockdown (in-between re-runs of The Office and Brooklyn 99), we’ve all been hard at work to make sure that the reopening of the Assembly Rooms Theatre occurs before the series of upcoming shows. As well as making sure you have a good
night at at the theatre, individual and audience safety is of paramount importance during this time. When you walk through our
doors once more to catch a show, you can expect:
· Contactless Bar and Box Office
· Reception COVID-safe screens
· Paperless tickets
· Hand sanitising stations throughout
· Advanced cleaning of touch-points throughout the day
· And of course – social distancing throughout our theatre.
But don’t fret – social distancing doesn’t mean that you have to go to
the theatre solo! When you make a booking, it will automatically
socially distance your seating and ensure that no one can book around
you. This means you can still enjoy the theatre in your bubble when you
book with members of your household group. Although you can’t hang
out in the bar in the same way, get ready for a fantastic selection of drinks
and snacks from our bar and box office which you can enjoy in the
theatre.

Film: welcome to the future

With a brand new camera set up in our auditorium, there is more than one way to watch. We will be presenting a series of live
productions as well as online shows so that there are plenty of ways you can watch and engage in the action. In fact, as Lauren
Brewer wrote, “We are being given a unique chance in these times to perform to two audiences: the one sat in the auditorium and
a more extensive, perhaps even global addition.”
So wherever you find yourself next term, please continue to support theatre, either by buying an online ticket or coming in person:
a theatre is nothing without its audience. Stay tuned for our full announcement of shows in the coming weeks, and keep in touch
with the latest updates by following us on social media. From a brand new musical about baking to a Russian farce, there will be
something for everyone this winter.
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Meet The 2020/21 Exec
Gabbie Sills, a third year English student, discusses her role as incoming President of DST.

Why did you decide to run for President?
I was on the DST exec in my second year as Festival Director of Durham Drama Festival and
loved the whole experience. The role of President seemed to suit my skillset: my bizarre love
of organisation and the development of a holistic overview of the society that I had enjoyed
so much during DDF.

How did you first get involved in DST?

In my first term of university, I directed the Johns-Chad's Fresher's Play, 'Family Circles', and
assistant directed DUCT's 'Uncle Vanya'. At school, I had done a lot of drama and recently
taken a show I'd written to the Edinburgh Fringe, so was ready to jump straight back into
theatre at uni.

Do you have a favourite memory of working within DST?
There are so many to choose from! DST has really made my uni experience. Running DDF,
choreographing DULOG’s Gala Show ‘Oklahoma!’ and producing DUCT’s ‘Hamlet’ at
The Edinburgh Fringe are all definitely up there though.

What are your plans for this year as President?
The main challenge is that I want to make sure the same amount of opportunities are open to members of DST despite the
COVID measures we're facing. In addition to live theatre, we are making sure there are still plenty of other ways to get involved
too, from tech training, workshops, and radio plays, to troupes and filmed shows.

What advice do you have for Freshers keen to get involved?
Get involved and don’t be worried to ask for advice about how everything works. DST is such a large entity that it can be
overwhelming to understand how it functions as a whole. My door is always open for anyone to come and chat about which
theatre company specialises in what or how to write a prod team application! Drop me an email on dst.president@durham.ac.uk
if you have any questions at all.

Gabbie will be supported by the DST committee, all with a passion for theatre and different responsibilities.
Some of them may be slight theatrical BNOCS but, even so, here’s a chance to get to know everyone better
with their favourite 'theatrical dream’.

Hollie Galpin-Mitchell
Secretary

To stage manage any musical on the West End - or elsewhere! I
have far too many to pick a favourite; to quote Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber, Any Dream
(musical) Will Do!

Francesca Haydon-White

Treasurer

To direct my own show on the West End - or to go to the real life Oscars would be amazing!
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DST Exec Committee:
What's your theatrical dream?

Anna Bodrenkova

Technical Manager

To get more people interested in puppetry!

Alesya Matyukhina
Secretary

To perform in Phantom of the Opera - even though this is super
unrealistic since I have literally no range when it comes to singing! A
perhaps more realistic one is to act in any Oscar Wilde play at
the West End.

Alexander Cohen

Festival Director

Staging an Anonin Artuad inspired version of Cats directed by Lars Von
Trier with Steven Berkoff as Mr. Mistoffelees and Adam Sandler as
Macavity the Mystery Cat. Joaquim Phoenix would make a cameo as
Bustopher Jones and would, as a method actor, live as an actual cat only
drinking milk and hunting mice for six months in preparation for the role.
The production would be choreographed by Louis Spence and Dappy
from N-Dubz and would also feature actual cats as part of the dance
routines.

What do the DST
Exec actually do?

________________________
A fair question! With all our
different theatre Companies
each having their own execs,
many people don't realise
DST itself also has an exec.
________________________
We meet once a week to discuss
all manner of things centred
around the daily life and running
of DST.

Issy Flower

Some of our responsibilities
involve:
- deciding the programme of
student shows for The Assembly
Rooms Theatre.

To get a BBC Commission.

-running the DST social media

WorkshopsSecretary

Niamh Hanns

Events Coordinator

To be able to dance so that I could actually be in a musical.

Sophie Tice
Secretary

A magical week of theatre:
seven nightly musical performances, from Hamilton to Les Misérables,
with VIP access and their original casts.

Harry Jenkins

Secretary

To have a play I'd written be performed professionally.

Aaron Rozanski
Secretary

My theatrical dream is to put on a play adaptation of The Wicker
Man (2006) but replace Nicolas Cage with Timothee Chalamet and use real
bees.

-organising our awards
ceremonies
-discussing and implementing
new initiatives such as a finalists
showcase, reviewing platform or
tours
-staffing the Bar & Box Office along with our wonderful
supervisors & volunteers
- supporting the theatre
companies in any way we can,
whether its with publicity support
________________________
or help with their outreach plans!
If you have any questions for
any of us, our emails can be
found on the website under
'our committee'
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Cancelled By Corona

Due to the global pandemic, we had over 60 productions cancelled by COVID, a feature of the summer
newsletter is student-written excitement about the tours and fringe performances of the summer break. In such
‘unprecedented times’ at these, we instead have a commemoration of those cancelled plans - and a
celebration of what is to come.

DULOG's Gypsy

DULOG were devastated to find our plans for 'Gypsy' could not go ahead in the last summer term. Considered by many theatre
professionals to be the finest musical ever created, DULOG were planning on taking this classic show to the exciting and
challenging venue of the Gala Studio. Backed up by a strong production team led by Director Kane Taylor,
already manifesting commitment and artistic flair, and given the plethora of opportunities this performance space presented, from
a traverse to theatre-in-the-round, this was sure to be a particularly memorable and explorative venture. Furthermore, the standard
at auditions did not disappoint. Indeed, the production team struggled to narrow down to the auditionees to the final 22 cast
members, all of whom would have undoubtedly delivered this
iconic musical with the talent and enthusiasm it deserves.
COVID has also left our new DULOG executive committee with a
headache as we work out what to do within the transformed
theatrical environment of the coming academic year.
The exec has been carrying out frequent Zoom calls over
the summer to discuss next year's plans and COVID safety
precautions. This includes an add-on to our usual stash
order with new DULOG face-masks, useful not only for
shows in the coming year but also day-to-day life!
Furthermore, the exec has been busy researching possible
musicals and the possibility of filming in an attempt to
balance our society niche of large-cast musicals with
government limitations on group size. All in all, although Coronavirus has ended all 'normal' forms of performative
theatre, we are adapting to adaptation. The exec remains busy preparing to create a show that is safe for all involved
but, crucially, does not abandon our society and DST's enthusiasm for musical theatre.

Emily Rose Jupe - Resources & Technical Officer of DULOG

The Durham Revue's Edinburgh Fringe Show

It was a sad moment when the news that the Fringe was cancelled came through the door - the Twitter door*. The festival acts as
the pinnacle of the Revue’s calendar, a welcome an opportunity to perform to hundreds of audience members over the month of
August.
Every article about the cancellation of Fringe over the last couple of months has read like an obituary to comedy. While it has
been an awful time for performers everywhere, this transformative moment has also encouraged experimentation with other media
and produced a lot of exciting new content. As a sketch group who have mostly only performed live previously, it has been a
welcome challenge to start work on our first ever filmed sketch
show which will be released soon / has just been released / was
cancelled due to COVID 19 - readers, please delete accordingly.
In addition, despite the current situation, we will still be holding
auditions to become part of the Revue and be back doing our live
shows whenever possible!
*please copy-write this phrase before it catches on.

Charlie Billingham
- President of The Durham Revue
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Cancelled By Corona

Wrong Tree's Away & Who Here Knows Kevin Bacon, Edinburgh
Fringe Shows
Back in January, Wrong Tree made plans to take not one, but two of its shows to Edinburgh Fringe in August of this year: ‘Away’,
performed in Durham in Michaelmas 2019, and ‘Who Here Knows Kevin Bacon?’, a brand-new show created by Wrong Tree’s
first-ever troupe. To manage two shows, we would have been performing on alternative days, creating enough time for cast
members to rest and flyer on the Royal Mile between performances.
Of course, despite our determined and careful organisation,
COVID-19 had other plans. In April, we received news from the
team at Sweet Venues that for the first time in 70 years, the Fringe
was cancelled. Although not unexpected, this was definitely still a
dampener on our spirits - and, what’s more, troupe had no chance
to debut their work as all Durham performances in Summer term
had likewise been cancelled. Nevertheless, as the old adage goes,
the show(s) must go on - and the same applies to Wrong Tree.
We are so proud of what we created last year and keen to take on
the challenges that the pandemic has presented, creating new,
COVID-safe productions from Michaelmas 2020 onwards. As
curators of devised productions filled with physical theatre, Wrong
Tree is well-suited to crafting innovative theatre in unique circumstances. Rather than focusing on how social distancing inhibits us,
we are eager to explore how we can use movement and distance in our process. Wrong Tree Troupe auditions will be opened at
the start of term, and we hope to be back on the mile in 2021!

Sephie Hotchkies and Lyndsey England - President and Executive Producer of Wrong Tree Theatre

Castle Theatre Company's Taming of the Shrew UK & US Tour
The summer of 2020 was set to be a big one for Castle Theatre Company. Nearly a year
of planning, scheduling, and a LOT of emails had gone into arranging a UK and USA
tour of Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew. The production team had worked hard
on publicity and creative ideas and the cast had just begun rehearsals when we went
into lockdown and meeting up in groups became impossible, never mind flying across
the pond. Shrew is a comedy about two like-minded, spirited characters who are thrown
together and finally meet their romantic matches. Our production, directed by Alice
Aucott with music by Owen Kennedy and produced by Sarah Panek, was going to be set
in the 1950s, a pivotal era for the gender politics expressed in Shakespeare’s text. The
show was going to premiere in Durham in June before making its way around the south
of England in July, to sites including Mapperton House (home to the Earl and Countess
of Sandwich) and Glemham Hall. In September, the company were set to make our
American debuts with a free show in Central Park and performances in upstate New
York, before travelling to ‘the other Durham’ in North Carolina for a week of shows. The
tour’s cancellation has been a heart-breaking one for all involved, but I’m really excited
to take on the role of Tour Coordinator again for 2021 – and hopefully create a tour that
actually happens this time!

Imogen Usherwood - former First Night editor and Tour Co-Ordinator
of Castle Theatre Company
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Spotlight On... Audio Drama
The Summer of Audio

As third-term continued online and theatres remained closed over the summer, Audio Drama became a
shining light in socially distanced and easily-available theatre-making.
Rehearsed, recorded and edited in lockdown with cast and crew all over the world, these shows were a
welcome alternative to acting over zoom, and provided new challenges for those involved.

Audio Drama frees
student theatre from the
confines of what is within
our means in terms of
setting, staging and (in
this case) situation.
Three Durham students
discuss their experience
of helping to create two
Audio Dramas during the
break: Green Door’s The
Fictional Five and CTC’s
The Marley Stones.

Olivia Adderley - on Directing Audio Drama
Directing for a radio play is an exciting and specific task: its primary focus, and in turn, the format's main challenge is the voice.
Typically, live theatre has the joy of utilizing the actor's whole being - body, face and voice. In radio, they have to convey the entire
essence of their character using voice alone. As a result, I quickly found that directing for radio depends entirely on how well you
explain yourself. Whether that be through comparative images or phrases ('nervous summative energy' comes to mind) or repetitive
experimentation with various tones, getting the final sound you want for a character's voice is a process of mutual clarification.
While this can be challenging and at times tedious, the reward of seeing an actor bring a character to life from nothing but their
voice is more than enough to revive oneself.
The most memorable and joyous moments would be when an actor would try a new accent or attempt a different interpretation
and suddenly you can hear, almost see, the character right there in front of you. It is moments like these that make radio plays so
special. As such, while live theatre will undoubtedly be much different from usual next year, after directing a radio play, I am
hopeful nevertheless. COVID has opened up a new sector of as-of-yet unexplored theatre to Durham, and I hope that productions
like The Fictional Five and the Marley Stones will encourage this exciting emerging form to blossom and bloom.
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Spotlight On... Audio Drama
The Summer of Audio

Dragos Farcas - on Tech and Sound Editing
I had done a fair amount of video editing before Green Door’s Fictional Five, but nothing
comparable to the amount needed for something like this. When this project came about, I
think we all felt that putting out a radio play would be expanding into new horizons. There
was also a fair amount of anxiety related to more technical aspects, both from me and the
rest of the production team, regarding the audio quality of the recordings or the wide
plethora of sound effects.
Piecing together the play, for both productions, turned out to be a very time consuming and
sometimes tedious process. Sitting at home, with headphones on, replaying the same chime
or footsteps and synching lines sometimes makes it hard to see past the few seconds that are
being editing, to the whole play as a finished product. That being said, I’ve had multiple
occasions on which I was feeling somewhat frustrated with various technical aspects, but
hearing some incredible performances, or playing back a whole dream sequence with all the
sound effects synched up perfectly just gave me a second wind.
I have to admit I wasn’t as involved last year as I am now with the theatre scene in Durham,
but this new and exciting land of audio plays and voice acting has transformed my
perception on the performing art. All of a sudden, big stage presence and physical acting is
no longer the main highlight and instead, voice quality, intonation, and one’s control over
their voice are taking over. I am excited and now eager to get involved with all the voice
acting work that, from the negative onset of this year, has emerged as a positive opportunity.

Jennifer Leigh - on Producing Audio Drama
Producing a radio play is both similar and different to a physical production in many ways:
suddenly budgeting and booking rooms is no longer a worry, but the emphasis on strong
social media advertising is more important than ever. Not only that, but keeping up with the
rest of the prod team’s plans, and ensuring deadlines are stuck to is undoubtedly essential
when it comes to planning media uploads – Dragos and I definitely spent some late nights
dealing with last minute problems!
It’s easy to feel disconnected from the rest of the prod team as a Producer, let alone the cast,
due to it being a fairly independent job, so late night Zoom meetings have been a great
opportunity to easily bond with others involved in a production. I know most meetings that
I’ve been involved in have consisted of a 20-minute prod team discussion followed by what
can only be described as a 3-hour social!
What I’ve loved about working on DST from home is the extra time to work on areas I
wouldn’t otherwise have time for during term time. One of my favourite ways to contribute to
a production is through publicity art and designs, so having time to devote to The Marley
Stones has allowed me to create a poster I’m really proud of. Hopefully these displays of
more unusual DST productions encourage others, who may have talents in editing, art or
something else entirely, to share their skills within the Durham theatre scene.

Audio Drama Facts
After development in the later
19th century, Audio Drama
became well established in the
1920s with the advent of the
radio.
AD's popularity dropped off in
the 50s when television came
along, but in 2010 it
experienced a resurgence in
popularity. Consumption was
made easier though use of the
internet. The new modes of
distribution meant serials and
podcasts we're more accesbile
than ever.

AD genres range from plays
specifically written for radio,
docudrama, dramatized works
of fiction, as well as plays
originally written for the theatre,
including musical theatre and
opera.
The worlds logest running AD is
the BBC's 'The Archers'. It has
been on air since 1950 and has
over 18740 episodes (!!!)

AD can require vast amounts of
sounds mixing and sound
editing. Creating realistic and
recognisable sound effects for
productions can require some of
the more creative thinking in
theatre.
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Spotlight On... Audio Drama
NEW: Durham University Audio Drama Society

Jay Figueredo, President of the Durham University Audio Drama Society (DUADS), discusses his passion for
Audio Drama and plans for the new society.

Why Audio Drama?

I’ve been listening to stories for as long as I can remember.
As a kid, I couldn’t fall asleep without an audiobook. Now, I relish
long car rides where I can sit and look out at the changing scenery
and listen, going somewhere in real life even while my imagination
takes me somewhere else.
When I came to Durham, I was ecstatic to join DST. I couldn’t
believe that at university, students could not only act but also write,
organize, direct and produce their own shows. There seemed to
be opportunities for everything-- except for Audio Drama. Until now.
I want you to love audio as much as I do. I want you to close your eyes,
open your ears and believe that you are wherever we take you. Sure, there
are other reasons to start this society - because of radio drama’s resurgent
popularity, because it’s cheaper, because Covid-19 makes live performances
harder. But Audio Drama isn’t theatre for the temporarily inconvenienced; it is its own medium. DUADS is here to stay, and we’re
here to blow your minds.
Besides everything audio-related, we focus on diversity. Sometimes the performing arts feels like an exclusive club that
requires prior experience to join, but DUADS believes that every voice deserves to be heard. That’s why when casting opens for our
shows we won’t just be advertising on the DST email but also reach out to associations for trans students, mature students,
internationals, people of colour, working-class students and students with disabilities.
In addition to producing our audio, we help other theatre companies create their own. We use high-quality equipment to get
recordings and sound effects which will be available to hire to theatre companies wishing to make their own audio productions.

UPCOMING: The Three Muskateers

I started listening to the Librivox The Three Musketeers audiobook during my once-per-day Corona walks. Almost immediately, I
realized it would be a crime not to make it into an Audio Drama: it was exciting, comedic, suspenseful, with a cast of loveable
characters who spend most of their time bantering.
Somehow, I managed to convince Matthew McConkey, Izel Ilkten-Salman, Sharanya Sanjay and Sam Turnbull to contribute their
summers to this project, and their work has been absolutely fantastic: DUADS’ The Three Musketeers is faithful to the original text,
in ways that are only possible with Audio Drama. We have the time to develop characters without the budget constraints of TV,
with the settings and characters looking exactly how listeners picture them.
We can only be the most faithful to the novel when we let the audience’s imagination run wild. And that’s what Audio Drama
does.
If you’d like to know more, or would like to get involved with DUADS or The Three Musketeers, follow us on social media or email
us at dst.audiodrama@durham.ac.uk.
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New Developments: Online Theatre
What is its value to the industry?

Alice Aucott, Theatre Development Coordinator, argues online content cannot continue to be free
In lockdown, online theatre was a lifeline to the arts for many. Did I countdown the days to Hamilton being released on Disney+?
Absolutely. Did I pay £20 to watch Lungs Live from the Old Vic in my pyjamas? You bet. Theatre has been dragged into the
twenty-first century by the coronavirus pandemic, but what started as a national pick-me-up could have set a dangerous precedent
for the industry's future. COVID doesn't appear to be going anywhere anytime soon, and what will take even longer to recover is
audience confidence. We must defy Rishi Sunak's recent advice and prove that our industry is viable, sustainable, and can thrive
under new conditions, so we need to revaluate how we consume and distribute online art.
During summer, in addition to the above (paid for) shows, the most notable example of online theatre was the National's 'At Home'
series. Over the course of the programme, NT streamed 16 world-class productions on YouTube, all for free. All of a sudden
people had access to theatre (of the highest quality) that otherwise would have been gathering dust in archives. Furthermore, to
get this for free was incredible - for my entire family to travel to London and each buy tickets to a show is not a cheap endeavour,
and here we were enjoying theatre together with no monetary barrier. It's also worth mentioning that NT's programme wasn't the
only one of it's kind, Middle Child, New Diorama and Poltergeist theatre all had similar free streaming programmes which added
some much-needed variety to my summer screenings. The value of free theatre must not be overlooked: theatre is not a cheap
thing with which to engage, and captivating a new audience is key to our own sustainability, but within the same breath, we must
also acknowledge that not charging for theatre is (paradoxically)
also unsustainable.
Some of these 'age of corona' measures, I believe, should
definitely be kept and worked into our usual MOs. It will
increase engagement, accessibility and more generally prevent
the sometimes elitist gatekeeping that can result from operating
at extortionate prices in often old and uncomfortable buildings.
There does need to come a notable change for online theatrical
content, however. Much of what has been made available to
people has been free, which is amazing in terms of removing
financial barriers to the arts, however it is unsustainable in the
long run. Shows take money, time and passion to produce. To
The National Theatre's Jane Eyre
then effectively give these away for free undermines the skill,
training, and again, passion that goes into creating them. We (both Durham and the industry as a whole) need to charge for our
art. We must assign value to it; otherwise, we cannot expect others to. I completely understand why this summer's programme was
free, the nation needed a morale boost (and of course, something to do), however our situation is now far more long term than
originally thought. Especially as an industry recovering from however bad the corona-induced recession will be, our businesses
need to be viable. Mixing business and art can be controversial to some, but it is a necessary evil. In the eyes of many, it
legitimises theatre (and creative arts more broadly) as equal to other sectors that enjoy far more prestige and recognition.
Convincing parents and politicians alike that the arts are a viable career when we ourselves don't always assign (monetary) value
to it, is a losing battle.
Don't get me wrong - I think it's truly wonderful that this summer has removed socio-economic barriers to theatre, and the idea that
anyone that wants to can engage with it regardless of external factors is for sure the best part this initiative. We need to retain the
best parts of this, whilst making sure we safeguard our own futures. To keep the industry alive we need to find a happy medium
where we are economically sustainable without needlessly charging extortionate prices that have become the norm in the past.
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Catching up with...
Sophie Tice, First Night Editor, talks to History graduate, ex-President of Fourth Wall
Theatre and ex-Producer of The Durham Showcase, Hetty Hodgson, who is now a
professional Director and Producer.

Where has your career headed since
graduation?
I genuinely believe that you generally get the opportunities that are
right for you - the ones over which you are bubbling with
excitement and original ideas. I met these two people on the same
day who ran projects that have been defining for my year. One led
to Directing ‘Yes Chef’ in the Roundhouse earlier this year. This is
a play about the sexual harassment and maltreatment of female
chefs made with real-life interviews from those in the profession,
which was incredibly exciting. I also met with Bea Udale-Smith, with
whom I now co-run as Producer and Associate Director Pigfoot
Theatre, the first-ever carbon-neutral theatre company in the UK.
With Arts Council Funding, I produced our show, ‘How To Save
A Rock’, shown at the Vault Festival earlier this year. We have also
developed workshops to take into schools, combining the power
of theatre with environmental education and activism.

Producing or Directing?
Directing. I love collaborating with and facilitating others and - this is going to sound so cringeworthy - allowing people to find
their creativity and make the most of their talent. Something I have learnt as an emerging Director is that it is highly advantageous
to be able to produce your own work. Producing sometimes gets a negative reputation - one I probably previously shared - for
being simply admin work but, in reality, it’s more than that: it’s thinking about how a company can develop, what a show means
and how it can be sold creativity, about looking after everyone in a company. When I’m not producing, I think producers are
amazing.

How did Durham perpare you for your career?
I am genuinely so grateful that I went to Durham instead of taking a more directly theatrical route. Even before University, I was
pretty sure I wanted to work in theatre - and someone gave me some great advice. They suggested that in Durham, because there
is no drama degree through which everyone knows each other, everyone is on the same playing field in regard to opportunities,
throwing around ideas for the sake of fun and passion - and in doing so, creating such a special theatrical environment. The
structure of theatre in Durham also lends itself so well to the development of a professional career. Even if you don’t think you
have or had an additional producer, if you have done a play at Durham, you have produced your own work. From working out
where you are going to perform to learning how to manage the set, cast and advertise, you will have developed the skills in
multiple semi-professional productions to put yourself in excellent standing when you leave. I also put it down to my History degree
that I am able to write persuasively. This is invaluable for Arts Council Applications - and actually having a career which pays you!
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You have done a lot of socially positive work in theatre. Do you think that theatre has a
responsibility to give a socially beneficial message?
I don’t think it has to, no. The reason that I am most interested in telling important political or social stories through the theatrical
form is that I think theatre has a huge capacity to tell and make audiences feel connected to unheard voices. When you
interrogate these stories and include societal movements within the theatrical process and product, it can be one amazing way of
driving social change. That said, I don’t think it’s the only valid purpose of theatre. The only purpose of a piece of theatre can be
to entertain and make people feel connected, which is great in itself. I love watching that sort of thing.

Is climate-neutral theatre the future?
It’s funny because theatre companies want to be as original as possible, but we always say that it would be the dream is people
would emulate and copy our practices. The theatre industry in London alone has a carbon footprint of 15,000 tonnes a year,
excluding audience transport, which itself is equivalent to driving a car 1.5 million times around the M25. There is a lot of theatre
being made about the climate which is crucial because it
changes people’s opinions - but
it’s also important not to be
hypocritical. If you want to be in
an industry that prides itself on
being empathetic and kind, you
also need to do what you can to
protect the planet we’re living on.
That’s why, in terms of Pigfoot’s
method, it’s so important for us
to be neutral, so we’re entirely
practising what we preach. Not
Pigfoot's 'How to Save a Rock' has bikes, cycled live on stage by both actors and
everyone has to go as far as we
audience members that is connected to a bike generator.
go though - if you borrow even
This powers the show's tech.
one of our practices, then that
would be amazing.

What advice would you give to aspiring directors & producers?
Any advice, God… To not be knocked down by rejection. At the beginning, every single rejection would trigger a day of moaning
and self-pity, but now rejection drives me to do better and find more opportunities. Network. Twitter is an amazing place to meet
people and find opportunities, as well as a plethora of dedicated Facebook groups. The play I directed in my last year of
University, ‘Beats’, was selected for the National Student Drama Festival (NSDF) and, despite its cancellation by Corona, has still
given me incredible networking opportunities and guidance. I would also recommend The Young Vic’s Genesis Network, to which
any director, designer or producer can sign up; they create so many open programs and give you a pass to apply, like me, to
assistant directorships. I was also accepted onto this director’s training program called Springboard. Although sadly online this
year, this provided amazing fascinators and a fantastic capacity to meet other people and find jobs.
Find friends. At the beginning, I felt like I had to make friends with powerful people, but it’s even better to find friends at your level
with whom you can share experiences. Theatre can be a tough and isolating industry. In a space where you can be surrounded by
people but often feel by yourself, it’s crucial to have a support network around you.
Know your self-worth. It’s strange transitioning from theatre as a hobby as University to a career in the wider world but remember
that you are a professional now. You should only take on work which pays and pays you properly; if not, say no.

This interview has been edited and condensed.
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Tips for Freshers
As first term gets underway, here are some top tips from our extraordinary exec as
they pass on their wisdom! There's no secret to it, just general bits of advice that
might make navigating the vast sea of DST a bit easier.

Try Out New Things
The best thing about DST is the sheer range of opportunities available. From the simple school days of acting and, if you’re lucky,
a Directing role, we now have a plethora of exciting additional positions available. From Tech to production to creative design to
writing, there are so many new experiences to engage with, talent to discover and skills to build. Think about when you will get
these opportunities again - clue: likely never - and how much of a crime it would be to only stick within your comfort zone. If
you’re unsure, look out for shadowing opportunities: specifically targeted roles for first-timers and those looking for a potentially
reduced workload. What do you have to lose?

Don't Be Put Off By Rejection
Every year, there is a load of new, talented Freshers who, after failing to get a bigger part in the intensely competitive environment
of the first few weeks, quit theatre forever. Don’t let this be you! Rejection is part of the theatrical process, hitting big-time
international directors and your new Fresher friend at one point in their journey. It doesn’t mean you weren’t good, just that there
was someone better suited and more prepared for this specific role. Keep trying out for different positions and you’ll be sure to
land something great!

Sign Up For The DST Parenting Scheme
After months of being annoyed by your parents at home, DST are giving you the chance to find new ones. In Fresher’s week, you
have sign up to have DST ‘parents’ - yes, theatre-lovers like you! - who can give you support and guidance throughout the year.
Although the normal physicality of the Parents Social looks unlikely, we can all still have a lot of fun by adding our new best-friend
(and arch-enemy) to the family too: Zoom! Why not watch a play together on video-call, or perhaps discuss and debate your
thoughts afterwards?

Read The Weekly
Email
Our DST Secretary, Hollie, sends out a brilliant weekly
email, to which you will be automatically signed up
when you become a DST member. This is the central
checkpoint for all things recent DST, containing
information about auditions, production team
applications and many other exciting opportunities.
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Watch As Much Theatre
As You Can
DST is privileged to have hundreds of actively involved
members, dedicating the free space in their calendar
and mind towards exciting production after production.
Many members, however, leave with fantastic shows,
memories and friends under their belt but some regret
that, while creating their own shows, they did not have
the time to see as many other productions as they would
have liked. Never again, in all likelihood, will we have
the chance to see some such professional-standard
productions for such a comparatively low price, especially
with the discount of DST membership. So, in addition to the
plays of your friends, try to make time for watching productions that simply interest and intrigue you. It will make your own work
better. Moreover, with over thirty theatre companies and a hundred annual productions, you will hardly be stuck for choice!

Instagram & Facebook!
If you have managed this long without a Facebook
account, I applaud you. Please, if you wish, continue; you
can survive off the weekly email and a helpful, Facebookaccounted friend. However, it must be said that half of
University life is discovered on Facebook, especially
important information about upcoming events, auditions
and opportunities. I would recommend looking up all the
different theatre companies on the DST website and
following each one on some type of Social Media to keep
up to date.

Self Care
Theatre can be intense. I have at least one friend who, when a play is on, disappears into the netherworld of nightly rehearsals,
paperwork and meal-deals; they love it to bits and return each time, but the stress is consistent and their true down time reduced
to daily minutes. Remember that taking care of yourself should be your most important mission, especially in such trying times as
these. Try to plan enough time off extracurriculars for your academic work and some crucial rest and relaxation. Know that there is
a wide range of support to which you can turn within the system, from your own production team, DST parent(s) or Durham’s own
listening, counselling and welfare services. Most of all, remember that theatre is fun but overwhelming stress is not; a balanced life
will lead to greatest happiness.
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What's On This Term

All ticket listings are at durhamstudenttheatre.org
Though we may have provisional dates, please note that many productions this year are being filmed. We
therefore cannot predict release dates as this new way of producing content is a learning experience for
all. Our best advice is to keep checking our website and to follow the Theatre Companies on Facebook.
Entropy - DUFT
An intense whirlwind of
reflections on modern
society propel this
abstract, surrealistic short
film.

Blackbird - Suffragette
TC

Ray and Una had a sexual
relationship when he was
forty and she was twelve.
Fifteen years later, they
meet again.

Agency - Suffragette TC

Freshers' Showcase Tone Deaf TC

Brecht, absurdism and
Genesis combine in this
student-written takedown
of the modern housing
market.

Freshers unite in song,
talent and a love of
Musical Theatre in this
welcoming showcase.

Hostage - Sightline
Productions

Ivan Vasiliech - Ooook!
Productions

Dear Elizabeth - Pitch
Productions

Antigone- DST Fresher'
Play

A student-written play
about the dangers of
addiction, toxic
friendships and eating
disorders - and the long
road to reflection and
forgiveness.

A riot of time-travel,
mistaken-identity and
political satire, rejoice in
the student-translation of
this classic Russian
comedy.

A love that resists easy
definition: two of
America's most brilliant
poets bare their soul and
profound
connection in over 400
letters.

A woman fights for her
family and what she feels
is right in ancient Greece.
A play directed, acted
teched and produced
entirely by 1st years!.

Songs for a New World DULOG

My Mother Never Said I
Should - Castle TC

This show transports
audiences through time
and space to meet a
startling array of
characters – every one of
them different, but all
representing our world
today and our hopes for a
new world… a better world.

Spanning four
generations of women,
this is a heart-wrenching,
bittersweet story about
love, jealousy and the
price of freedom.

The Interview Buttered Toast

Foundations - Wrong
Tree TC

A moving and amusing
clash of generations
between a 60s TV star
and young reporter,
written by DDF 2019's
Best Writer.

An unusual meet-cute
between a robot factory
worker and human
warehouse employee
sparks deep questions
and puppetry.

1984 - Feather TC
Raising topical questions
of individual liberty,
George Orwell's
disturbing Dystopian
classic shines on stage.

Sugar Coated- Pitch
Productions
What brings Britain
together more than
anything else?
Undoubtedly, it is cake. A
light-hearted musical
exploration of Britishness.

If you'd like to become one of our
writers and contribute to First Night in
the future, please contact
dst.firstnight@durham.ac.uk

